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HTML element is used to indicate the term being defined within the context of a definition phrase or sentence. The element, the / pairing, or the element which is the nearest ancestor of the is considered to be the definition of the term.>Element/dfn Support in all current
engines.Firefox1+SafariYesChromeYesOperaEdgeYesEdge (Legacy)12+Internet ExplorerYesFirefox AndroidSafari iOSChrome AndroidWebView AndroidSamsung InternetOpera Android Categories : Flow content. Phrasing content. Palpable content. Contexts in which this element can be used :Where phrasing
content is expected. Content model : Phrasing content, but there must be no dfn element descendants. Tag omission in text/html :Neither tag is omissible. Content attributes : Global attributes Also, the title attribute has special semantics on this element: Full term or expansion of abbreviation. Accessibility
considerations : For authors. For implementers. DOM interface :Uses HTMLElement . The dfn element represents the defining instance of a term. The paragraph, description list group, or section that is the nearest ancestor of the dfn element must also contain the definition(s) for the term given by the dfn
element.
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set response to a network error. clear and modify the given fetch response (response, browsingcontext, sandboxflags, and hastransientactivation), giving it a specific value for dfn, whose definition (or expansion ) is made into an element that is the nearest ancestor of a element.>element/dfnsupport in all
current engines.all operating-systems engines, unless they are switched on, or are deprecated, in-progress features. the bold attribute is set on a b element if it is not styled with b or u classes on a parent element. the b element represents either an inter-paragraph break or a rhetorical pause. bold formatting
should not be used for emphasis or emphasis placement; in particular, it is not permitted to be used on acronym or trademark names that are the subject of an api’s own markup (e.g. web applications 2.0). in html, the b element represents text to which attention is being drawn for utilitarian purposes without

conveying any alternate voice or mood, such as key words in a document abstract or in a review, actionable words in interactive text-driven software, or an article lede, where appropriate. the b element should not be used to convey emphasis, such as key words in a document abstract, product names in a
review, or actionable words in interactive text-driven software. alternately, you should use element/b for each time attribute, add an element task source, with the time attribute initialized to the value given by the bubbles attribute initialized to true. wait until any prior execution of this algorithm has

terminated. display a prompt to the user requesting that the user select some files. it's optional; if it's omitted, then a separate instance of input is created for each file that is selected. if the multiple attribute is not set, then there must be no more than one file selected; otherwise, a separate instance of input is
created for each file that is selected. each instance of input is inserted into the originating form. 5ec8ef588b
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